“By using the crossbase solution we have achieved more than just enhancing
the quality of our product master data. This gives us an edge over the international competition and delivers tangible added value for our customers.”
Frank Zotz pplication Consultant, CERATIZIT S.A.

SOLUTION DESCRIPTION
Based on the crossbase standard software, a PIM, MAM and crossmedia solution
tailored to individual requirements was implemented for WNT. The starting point
is the interface to SAP. Via this connection, all sales items including logistical data
are forwarded to the PIM system and booked regularly. The SAP data is enriched
in the PIM system with extensive technical features, product relationships, images,
documents, CAD data and texts and mapped in various market- and media-specific
product views. This includes, for example, the main catalog (consisting of 10 partial
catalogs) with over 1,900 pages and the extensive eShop “Toolingcenter”. All these
media are created language-specifically.
The eShop offers as a special feature a guided search, with the possibility to search
based on characteristics and as a result also the display of cutting data. The complex
product tables of the print catalog in the segments area are generated at high
speed on the basis of an individual data logic, sometimes over several pages with
automatic pagination.
The translations are efficiently controlled via crossbase.trans and SDL Trados and
will be available shortly after completion of the German catalog. Over 10 language
mutations are generated in the shortest possible time. Shortly before printing, the
price data is automatically inserted in a price run.
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THE INDIVIDUAL SOLUTION COMPONENTS
y PIM with SAP connection and extensive product logic (accessories, cutting points, cutting data)
y Image database
y Online catalog with eShop
y Translation workflow with TMS (SDL Trados)
y Printed sales catalogs in different country variants with price update
y Print server farm and batch production

APPLICATION MODULES USED
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PRINTED PRODUCT CATALOG AND ONLINE CATALOG
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